Our Vision
To Provide Maritime Safety and Security in Mauritian Waters.

Our Mission
We seek to provide comprehensive maritime safety and security in the Maritime Zones of the Republic of Mauritius by harnessing the full capacity of our assets on sea, land and in air and by realizing the potential of our well-trained personnel through judicious utilization of resources available to us for sustenance maintenance and growth, thereby ensuring a safer EEZ.

Duties of the National Coast Guard
The National Coast Guard will be responsible for the following:
(a) the enforcement of any law relating to the security of the Republic of Mauritius;
(b) the enforcement of any law relating to the protection of the Maritime Zones;
(c) the detection, prevention and suppression of any illegal activity within the Maritime Zones.

Contact Nos.

Emergency No. : 999
Hotline : 148
Exchange : 208 1212

Police Information & Operations Room
Hotline : 468 0034/5
Fax : 468 4444
E-mail : opsmain.mpf@govmu.org

NCG OFFICE
Maritime Crime Reporting Hotline: 177

NCG Headquarters
Tel No. : 212 2747 /58 /208 2799/
213 8126 / 289 1849 (Incoming Only)
Fax No. : 2122760
E-mail : ccncg.mpf@govmu.org

NCG Operations Room
Tel No. : 208 3935/208 8317
Fax No. : 212 2757
E-mail : gpmcrb@intnet.mu

NCG POST

NORTHERN DIVISION
• Grand Bay 269 1962/268 6234 263 6332
• Trou Aux Biches 265 6001/2656201 265 6165
• Grand Gaube 288 8582 288 9904
• Poudre D’or 283 7298
• Flat Island 5 257 0716

WESTERN DIVISION
• Black River 483 6922/483 5438 483 5605
• Flac En Flac 453 9198
• Albion 238 4489 238 4211
• Bel Ombre 622 6763/622 7221 622 5457

EASTERN AREA
• Belle Mare 415 2115/415 2118 415 2108
• T’D’eau Douce 480 2703
• Deux Freres 417 6270 417 6270
• Poste Lafayette 410 3049
• Ille Aux Cerfs 5 471 1466/5 471 1467

SOUTHERN AREA
• Mahebourg 631 9236/631 2174 631 0965
• B/ des Amourettes 634 5319
• Blue Bay 631 9347 631 0967
• Souillac 625 5022 625 5021
• Le Chaland 5 471 0623 637 1828

Harbour Security 208 7041 / 208 7043 208 7042
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Foreword

I am pleased to present the Annual Operational Plan 2021 for the National Coast Guard. It is principally aligned to cater for the new challenges and opportunities in line with the strategic objectives of the MPF.

The impetus which is being accorded to the growth of Blue Economy necessitates the NCG to transform into a more proficient arm to address maritime safety & security issues. To mitigate these contemporary challenges, the NCG is augmenting its capacity with infrastructure projects like Trident and concurrently focusing on procurement of new assets such as High Speed Boats, Passenger Dornier and CSRS to enable stepping up the overall surveillance effort.

The NCG has been extensively engaging with regional partners for reducing sea-blindness and improving the Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) in a quest to contribute to the collective cause of reducing illicit activities in the region. Additionally, the new Maritime Intelligence Cell with a dedicated Hot Line 177 is NCG’s initiative to involve the public into law enforcement by sharing information about illegal activities.

The threat of a pandemic still lurks around, but the NCG is resolute to dedicate itself to meet all challenges and shine as the sword arm of the MPF.

Captain Vipin Gupta
Commanding Officer
National Coast Guard

Achievements 2020

Illegal Fishing cases detected 159
Stop & Search of Vessels (Boarding) 9,983
Rescue at sea 44
Joint Ops ADSU / Commandos 264
Seaborne Surveillance (Hrs) 2544
Contraventions 1,252
Coastal Surveillance (Hrs) Foot - 38,052 Mobile - 24,257 Afloat - 22,679
Speed Check at Sea 147
Airborne Surveillance (Hrs) 786
Training 799
Simulation Exercises (Tsunami-04, Flooding-03, Oil Spill-02) 9
Supervision & Evaluation

Implementation, Supervision, Monitoring & Evaluation

1st Level
Quarterly Meeting at NCG HQ

2nd Level
Monthly Meeting at NCG HQ

3rd Level
Force Monthly Coordinating Meeting by Commissioner of Police

Our Commitment

We are committed to achieve the Force Priorities through efficient and effective response with a high degree of commitment. In addition we also endeavour to achieve our Branch objectives:

Enhancing Safety and Security of the Maritime Zones

We aim at optimising the deployment of resources/assets to ensure a safe and secure EEZ. In this endeavour we would:
(i) Carry out 24/7 Surveillance and monitoring of our EEZ.
(ii) Undertake at least 2000 hrs and 600 hrs of seaborne and airborne surveillance respectively.
(iii) Augment coastal surveillance (foot, mobile, bike and afloat patrol along coast) by 2%.
(iv) Ensure ships are kept clear of areas to be avoided within our territorial waters on a 24/7 basis.

Service Delivery/Enquiries/PHQ'S/ICT Projects

(i) Reduce number of Outstanding cases by 50%.
(ii) Ensure 75% of correspondences/letters are responded to within 21 days.
(iii) Reply to PHQ’s within 15 days as the case may be.
(iv) Reply to PIAC correspondences within five (5) working days.
(v) Ensure a 100% usage of Crime Occurrence Tracking System (COTS).

Administrative mechanisms in place at the level of NCG Headquarters and Police Posts play a vital role and has a direct impact on Policing and the quality of service delivery. Therefore, we will ensure that administrative support are optimised in ensuring that objectives set are achieved.

Improving the Response Time of Intervention

(i) Ensure response to SAR operations within 15 mins notice to move inside the lagoon. Increase the number of Speed Checks by 3% at Sea (Eastern and Western)

NCG Objectives 2021

Improving Preparedness: Capacity Building

(i) Conduct at least quarterly Simulation Exercises yearly (Tsunami, Flooding, VBSS etc).
(ii) Optimum usage of MDA Tools (AIS, VMS etc) for improving maritime transparency.